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GTA Online Update: New FIBARACADO Location, More Races And More Offers Aug 21, 2013 Players taking part in today’s
FIBARACADO event will be able to complete a new special stage called ‘Shopping Mall’. GTA Online Update: New FIBARACADO
Location, More Races And More Offers Players taking part in today’s FIBARACADO event will be able to complete a new special stage
called ‘Shopping Mall’. All players will receive a cash bonus of over $500. The arrival of the Money Bomb is likely a new seasonal event.
Players participating in the FIBARACADO event will also be able to select new race options, including Los Santos Customs, Young
Professionals, Sad Boys, Far Out Yachts, Rich Asian Bitch, and Twerk City, as well as All-Stars, Los Santos, and Los Santos Customs all
in one race. Finally, players will have a chance to earn 10% more cash than usual for missions and challenges through a new Daily
Challenges reward system. The update will also bring in a new FIBARACADO event. Players will be able to complete a new special
stage called ‘Shopping Mall’. In this stage, all players will receive a cash bonus of over $500. Players taking part in the FIBARACADO
event will also be able to select new race options, including Los Santos Customs, Young Professionals, Sad Boys, Far Out Yachts, Rich
Asian Bitch, and Twerk City, as well as All-Stars, Los Santos, and Los Santos Customs all in one race. Finally, players will have a chance
to earn 10% more cash than usual for missions and challenges through a new Daily Challenges reward system. *These updates are
currently available only for those who have the FIBARACADO Update. UPDATE: You can now watch the video walkthroughs for the
FIBARACADO Update by following the link below. UPDATE: You can now watch the video walkthroughs for the FIBARACADO
Update by following the link below. *Following the FIBARACADO update, you will still need to participate in the FIBARACADO
event to receive the cash bonus, and then select the 82138339de
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